Mizu Kasai

BARAZZA presents Mizu Kasai
“concept by Architect Franco Driusso”

MIZU KASAI
WHERE WATER
MEETS FIRE.
Mizu and Kasai, “water” and “fire”
in Japanese, are given a touch of
Italian creativity to become sinks and
hobs, two elements of a collection
inspired by strict rules and clean lines.
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DESIGN
INTERPRETS
INNOVATION.

Cutting-edge design reflects new aesthetic
and functional needs: the sinks in the Mizu Kasai
collection have been awarded the prestigious
Good Design Award by The Chicago
Athenaeum, which included them on the shortlist
of design products that stood out for their quality
and innovation. The Kasai hobs match the sinks
to perfection, they are the same size and have
a matching steel frame around them, creating
an overall harmonious impact.
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DESIGN
IS A UNIVERSAL
LANGUAGE.
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Mizu 130x52 cm sink code 1LMZ135
with Total cladding and sliding cover
Kasai Space 90 cm hob code 1PKS90N
Velvet Touch Screen ovens in stainless steel code 1FVLTIM
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The Mizu sinks, realized in extra-thick stainless
steel, can be clad in the same material as the finish
on the top, so they are perfectly integrated with the
work surface but still perform their main function
when needed. Two Teflon guides ensure the closing
cover slides effortlessly across, creating a continuous
surface. Only the 4 mm-thick stainless steel frame
reminds us the sink is actually there.
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SUSTAINABLE
ELEGANCE.
Innovation goes hand-in-hand with environmental
awareness. The cladding in the tap and drainer
areas can be in the same material as the sink
bowl cover: a new design concept has arrived
that is destined to design the future of our planet.
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1)

2)

The standard Mizu sink is the Steel version,
built entirely in stainless steel, but it can be
personalised to meet customer needs. In the
Total version, for example, the sink bowl is clad
both horizontally and vertically, while in the
Plan version it has just horizontal cladding.
A combination of these versions is
also available.

3)

1 ) TOTAL
2 ) PLAN
3 ) STEEL
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Hide to
show.
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THE MEETING
OF ELEMENTS.

Mizu stands out for the clean lines of its
steel cladding and the generous sizes
of the 100x52 cm and 130x52 cm versions,
which can be fitted with a stainless steel
sliding cover. And when Mizu meets
Kasai, in the version with induction hob,
a whole new world of functions opens up:
the two materials merge to create perfect
lines and a unique fusion of intents.
This is design at its very best.
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130x52 cm sink code 1LMZ135 with sliding cover code 1TMZ2
Kasai Space 90 cm hob code 1PKS90N
Velvet Touch Screen stainless steel ovens code 1FVLTIM
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The pleasure of feeling
indispensable.
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The stainless steel Mizu sink is highly functional, thanks
to the Mizu Kit Telescopic tap with remote control and a
pull-out spray head. Its innovative and essential design
combines aesthetic appeal with top-performance
functions and resistance to corrosion: cleaning, washing
and reviving food with the direct water jet is both
convenient and elegant.
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Mizu 80x52 cm sink code 1LMZ81
Mizu Kit Telescopic tap code 1RUBMZK
Kasai Zero 90 cm hob code 1PKZ90N
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PREPARE.
COOK.
BREATHE.
Everything you need is there on the surface, yet its
soul goes a lot deeper. The Kasai Zero induction
hob has a high-performance extraction system in
the centre. The hood, installed flush with the hob,
is so effective it rids the air almost completely of
fumes and water vapour. The large Mizu sink with
a single bowl and the clean lines of the Kasai hobs
are complemented by the seamless hood system
that makes the kitchen an ideal place to live.
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Pleasure is
in the air.

Mizu 80x52 cm sink code 1LMZ81 with Total cladding
Mizu Kit Telescopic tap code 1RUBMZK
Kasai Zero 90 cm hob code 1PKZ90N
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With the Kasai Zero induction hob and its integrated
hood, steam does not rise but is extracted directly
during cooking. It works silently and is fitted with
removable filters that are dishwasher safe. Kasai Zero,
with its iconic and minimal design and dual function,
is a discreet presence in any kitchen.
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Form
is substance.
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The Mizu Kit Telescopic tap is the perfect example
of design merging with functionality, a quality that
becomes even more evident when it is placed in a
large sink. Steel, this pure substance, gives shape
to each and every element: even the drain becomes
neutral thanks to its stainless steel cover.
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Along the
line of a
new horizon.
Mizu sinks are available in four versions to allow total
personalisation of the kitchen space. The sinks with one
bowl, available in the 52x52 cm and 80x52 cm versions,
make room for new functions. These sinks come in the
Steel version as standard but different cladding options
can be chosen: Total, Plan or a combination of them.

1)

2)

1 ) TOTAL
2 ) PLAN
3 ) STEEL
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3)
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A surprising
material.

Mizu 80x52 cm sink code 1LMZ81 with Total cladding
Mizu Kit Telescopic tap code 1RUBMZK
Kasai Mood 90 cm hob code 1PKM90N
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The Kasai Mood hob in black glass ceramic
is both beautiful to look at and functional to use.
The burners, controlled by cylindrical knobs,
stand out like brightly burning suns. The new
Soft-Touch cast iron pan supports are pleasant
to the touch, more resistant and offer the great
advantage that they are dishwasher safe.
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KASAI
The induction hobs in the Kasai collection are available in three
models, satisfying different aesthetic and functional needs:
Kasai Green 80 cm, Kasai Space 90 cm and Kasai Zero 90 cm
with the hood built directly into the top. The Kasai Mood 90 cm
gas hob completes the range.

KASAI ZERO 90 cm

code 1PKZ90N
Page 31

KASAI SPACE 90 cm

code 1PKS90N
Page 33

KASAI GREEN 80 cm

code 1PKG80N
Page 35

KASAI MOOD 90 cm

code 1PKM90N
Page 37
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MIZU
The sinks in the Mizu collection are made entirely in stainless steel
and can be clad in the same material as the worktop, creating
aesthetic continuity with the work surface. They are available in four
different models, each in a different size, they have three holes and
the Smart pop-up plug which allows you to open and close the sink
drain in one quick movement. The versions with the drainer can
also be fitted with a stainless steel sliding cover.

MIZU 52x52 cm

code 1LMZ51
Page 39

MIZU 80x52 cm

code 1LMZ81
Page 39

Sliding cover 50,6x50,6 cm

MIZU 100x52 cm reversible drainer

+

code 1LMZ105
Page 40

code 1TMZ1

MIZU 130x52 cm reversible drainer

Sliding cover 65,6x50,6 cm

+

code 1LMZ135
Page 40

code 1TMZ2
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KASAI ZERO HOB
features

Flush hood

800
POWER

A top that is the top

The hood, installed flush with the induction hob, makes the hob
extremely functional, accentuating the linearity and clean lines of the
design.

The Kasai Zero hob gives you more freedom when designing your
kitchen because now there is no need for a hood over your worktop
or island.

High performance and efficiency

L

POWER
MANAGEMENT

Stainless steel filters

The induction hob uses latest-generation technology, delivering
high performance and a variety of extra features, including power
management. The silent and powerful hood guarantees maximum
efficiency and reduced energy consumption.

The hood on the Kasai Zero hob is fitted with top-quality stainless
steel filters which are easy to remove and dishwasher safe, ensuring
better hygiene and consistently efficient extraction.
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KASAI ZERO
INDUCTION HOB
built-in 40 mm edge

min 600

830 Kasai Zero 90 cm hob

A

classe

Accessories: 41

Ø 180

700-815

520
240-320

max 490

420

max 290

max 290

870

131

282

40
520

Extendable
ducts

50,00

Standard equipment: fixing clips, seal.
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14
240-320

310

282

code 1FC1
€

820
280
355

420

36 code 1PKZ90N

Accessories
41

240-

40

820

280
355
700-815
100

BLACK

14

max 490
Min 100 – extracting
Min 60 - filtering

12

310

12

131

40

40

14

Extendable
ducts

40

max 290

600
600
520
520
131
240-320
240-320
Min 100 – extracting
Min 60 - filtering

100

131

420

40

12

max 490

(*) with Booster function

Min 100 – extracting
12
Min 60 - filtering

rear left: 2.1-3 kW (*)
front left: 1.6-1.85 kW (*)
rear right: 2.1-3 kW (*)
front right: 1.6-1.85 kW (*)

700-815

max 290

•
•
•
•

700-815

280
355

700-815
Induction zones power:

600
520
240-320

Min 100 – extracting
Min 60 - filtering

max 490

700-815

700-815

870

131

14

600
520
240-320

40

POWER

Ø 180

131

L

POWER
MANAGEMENT

3

870

POWER

520

800

H

830

475

40

420

820
280
355

700-815

BOOSTER

INDUCTION

Ø 180

HOOD
• speeds: 3 + intensive speed
• rated air flow: 800 m³/h
• pressure: 461 Pa
• noise level: 41-68 Lw (dBA)
• filter: AISI 304 stainless steel
• energy rating: A
• maximum absorbed power: 0.124 kW
• optional filtering extraction
• minimum base height
extracting configuration: 100 mm
filtering configuration: 60 mm
• stainless steel extendable ducts
depth: min 240 - max 320
height: min 700 - max 815
820
• stainless steel motor cover
• suction outlet: ø 150 mm
40

B

I

Ø 180

830

40

DESIGN

700-815

700-815

475

520

CM

475 830

min 600

520

90

870

INDUCTION
• functions: Bridge, Booster, cooking
end timer 1-99’, power management
• safety devices: electronic child safety lock,
residual heat indicator, overflow alarm,
safety switch-off
• minimum pan diameter: ø 120 mm
• adjustable power levels: 2.8-3.5-7.4 kW
• maximum absorbed power: 7.4 kW

min 600

min 600

520

• perimeter frame h 40 mm
in 4 mm-thick stainless steel
• Touch Control
• cut out: 83x47.5 cm

100
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KASAI SPACE HOB
features

Automatic pan recognition

Bridge

With this function, when a pan is placed on the hob, the zone and
corresponding slider are automatically activated. The power of the
cooking zone can now be selected.

This function allows two vertically adjacent cooking zones to be
connected, thereby increasing the area the pans can be placed on.
This is particularly useful when cooking with large pans.

Booster

B

BOOSTER

Automatic cooking at 3 levels

This function reduces the cooking time of a zone even more, bringing
it to the maximum power level for 10 minutes. This function is useful
for heating large quantities of liquids extremely quickly.

The hob has 3 special programmes which have already been set to
carry out specific cooking processes:
1) The ‘‘Warming” programme sets the power of the selected
cooking zone to 42 °C to keep cooked food warm.
2) The ‘‘Melt’’ programme sets the power of the selected cooking
zone to 70 °C to melt chocolate, butter or similar foods.
3) The ‘‘Simmer’’ programme sets the power of the selected cooking
zone to 94 °C to bring sauces, soups and stews to simmer.
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KASAI SPACE
INDUCTION HOB
built-in 40 mm edge

90

CM

B

I

BOOSTER

INDUCTION

H

40

Kasai Space 90 cm hob

910

Induction zones power:
•
•
•
•
•

rear left: 2.1-3.7 kW (*)
front left: 2.1-3.7 kW (*)
central: 2.6-5.5 kW (*)
rear right: 2.1-3.7 kW (*)
front right: 2.1-3.7 kW (*)

(*) with Booster function

BLACK

Standard equipment: fixing clips.
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880

520

30

• perimeter frame h 40 mm
in 4 mm-thick stainless steel
• Touch Control with multi-slider
• functions: Bridge, Booster, automatic pan
recognition, pause, reminder,
cooking end timer 1-99’,
automatic cooking at three levels
• safety devices: electronic
child safety lock, residual heat
indicator, overflow alarm,
safety switch-off
• minimum pan diameter: ø 125 mm
• maximum absorbed power: 11.1 kW
• cut out: 86x49 cm

code 1PKS90N

KASAI GREEN HOB
features

Power management
L

POWER
MANAGEMENT

The Kasai Green induction hob is equipped with power management.
Thanks to this function, you can set the maximum power that the
hob can absorb, thereby preventing any risk of overload.
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KASAI GREEN
INDUCTION HOB
built-in 40 mm edge

80
CM

B

I

BOOSTER

INDUCTION

D

40

Kasai Green 80 cm hob

790

Induction zones power:
H

L

POWER
MANAGEMENT

• 2 zones ø 200 mm: 2.3-3 kW (*)
• 2 zones ø 160 mm: 1.4 kW (limited to 0.7
kW with zones ø 200 at 3 kW)
(*) with Booster function

BLACK

Standard equipment: fixing clips.
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745

520

15

• perimeter frame h 40 mm
in 4 mm-thick stainless steel
• Touch Control
• functions: Booster, selective pan
detection, cooking end timer
1-99’, power management
• safety devices: electronic
child safety lock, residual heat
indicator, overflow alarm,
safety switch-off
• adjustable power levels:
2.8-3.5 to 7.4 kW
• maximum absorbed power: 7.4 kW
• cut out: 76x49 cm

code 1PKG80N

KASAI MOOD HOB
features

Vertical flame

Double ring 4 kW Flat Eco-Design

The special design of the Flat Eco-Design burners generates a vertical
flame which allows greater efficiency, reduced energy consumption,
less heat loss and uniform cooking.

2

Soft-Touch cast iron pan supports

The double ring 4 kW Flat Eco-Design with the Soft-Touch pan
support, a feature of Kasai Mood hobs, ensures top performance in
terms of cooking and speed.

Knobs

The Soft-Touch cast iron pan supports are pleasant to the
touch, more resistant and offer the great advantage that they are
dishwasher safe.

DESIGN

36

The exclusive design of the knobs recalls the geometry of the burner,
creating a perfectly balanced overall effect.

KASAI MOOD
GAS HOB
built-in 40 mm edge
Kasai Mood 90 cm hob
4 gas burners + Flat Eco-Design double ring

820

520

4 40

• perimeter frame h 40 mm
in 4 mm-thick stainless steel
• 4 mm-thick glass ceramic
• Flat Eco-Design burners
• pan supports: Soft-Touch cast iron
• cut out: 83x48 cm

51

Accessories: 36

Burner power:
•
•
•
•

90

CM

1 auxiliary: 1 kW
2 semi-rapid: 1.75 kW
1 rapid: 3 kW
1 double ring: 4 kW

870

DESIGN

BLACK

code 1PKM90N

accessories
36
code 1TFL
€

63,00

Standard equipment: automatic ignition, safety valve, fixing clips, seal.
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MIZU SINKS
features

Bowl with radius “0”

R

0

Smart pop-up plug

The minimal design of the Mizu sinks with radius “0” makes them
particularly suitable for kitchens with a strong hi-tech aesthetic.

The innovative Smart pop-up plug, with its flat, minimal design,
allows you to open and close the drain in one quick movement.

Lowering for sliding accessories

Customised cladding

The stainless steel sliding cover adds the finishing touch to the Mizu sinks with
reversible drainer, enabling you to close the sink bowl so it becomes a single
surface, giving the worktop a feeling of cleanliness and continuity.

The Mizu sinks in extra thick stainless steel can be clad in the same material as
the finish on the top (with a thickness of 6 – 20 mm). A special kit containing
Teflon guides, rubber pads and a primer, is available for sinks to be clad in the
Total and Plan versions, or combinations of the two.
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MIZU SINKS
built-in 40 mm edge
Mizu 52x52 cm sink
1 bowl with lowering

40

Accessories: 70

85

0

code 1LMZ51

€

Mizu 80x52 cm sink
1 bowl with lowering

Accessories: 70

0
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800

520

R

STAINLESS STEEL

400 160160

85

240 40

• perimeter frame h 40 mm
in 4 mm-thick stainless steel
• extra thick AISI 304 stainless steel
• bowl with radius “0” with lowering
• bowl size: 77x42x17.2 h
• equipment: 3½” stainless steel
basket strainer waste, Smart pop-up
plug, stainless steel drain cover,
perimeter overflow
• tap hole: 3 standard holes
• base unit for bowl: 90 cm
• cut out: 79x51 cm
DESIGN

15

R

STAINLESS STEEL

STEEL
EXTRA
THICK

420

520
520

code 1LMZ81

420

DESIGN

260 80 80

15

STEEL
EXTRA
THICK

240

• perimeter frame h 40 mm
in 4 mm-thick stainless steel
• extra thick AISI 304 stainless
steel
• bowl with radius “0 ”with lowering
• bowl size: 49x42x17.2 h l
• equipment: 3½” stainless steel
basket strainer waste, Smart pop-up
plug, stainless steel drain cover,
perimeter overflow
• tap hole: 3 standard holes
• base unit for bowl: 60/ 60 cm
• cut out: 51x51 cm

MIZU SINKS
built-in 40 mm edge
Mizu 100x52 cm sink
1 bowl with lowering + drainer

Accessories: 68 70

STEEL
EXTRA
THICK

DESIGN

4

1000

4

0

code 1LMZ105

Accessories: 69 70

Mizu 130x52 cm sink
1 bowl with lowering + drainer

24

230 40

• perimeter frame h 40 mm
in 4 mm-thick stainless steel
• extra thick AISI 304 stainless steel
• bowl with radius “0” with lowering
• bowl size: 57x49x17.2 h
• equipment: 3½” stainless steel
basket strainer waste, Smart pop-up
plug, stainless steel drain cover,
perimeter overflow
• tap hole: 3 standard holes
• base unit for bowl: 80 cm
• cut out: 129x51 cm
• the sink is reversible
DESIGN

490

520

205

R

STAINLESS STEEL

STEEL
EXTRA
THICK

24

230 40

• perimeter frame h 40 mm
in 4 mm-thick stainless steel
• extra thick AISI 304 stainless steel
• bowl with radius “0” with lowering
• bowl size: 42x49x17.2 h
• equipment: 3½” stainless steel
basket strainer waste, Smart pop-up
plug, stainless steel drain cover,
perimeter overflow
• tap hole: 3 standard holes
• base unit for bowl: 60 cm
• cut out: 99x51 cm
• the sink is reversible

490

520

205

4

R

0

STAINLESS STEEL

code 1LMZ135

Standard equipment: fixing clips, space-saver trap
with dishwasher connection, cardboard packaging.

Mizu stainless steel sliding cover

68

for Mizu sink code 1LMZ105
- dimensions: 50.6x50.6

code 1TMZ1

69

for Mizu sink code 1LMZ135
- dimensions: 65.6x50.6

code 1TMZ2

70

Kit for Total and Plan cladding
(Teflon guides, rubber pads, primer)

code 1KRLMZ

The technical data sheets for claddings
are available on www.barazzasrl.it
40

1300

4
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MIXER TAPS
with remote control

DESIGN

360°

SATIN STAINLESS STEEL FINISH

40

cartridge: ceramic discs
tap rotation: 360°
minimum height: 40 mm
tap base: 52x52 mm
control base: 52x52 mm
spray head base: 52x52 mm
tap hole: ø 35 mm
control hole: ø 35 mm
spray head hole: ø 35 mm

34

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

176
153
40

Mizu Kit Telescopic mixer tap
with remote control and pull-out spray head

218
52 x 52

52 x 52

52 x 52

code 1RUBMZK

DESIGN

cartridge: ceramic discs
tap rotation: 360°
minimum height: 42 mm
tap base: ø 50 mm
control base: ø 50 mm
tap hole: ø 35 mm
control hole: ø 35 mm

155
18

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

35
172
42

B_Free Telescopic mixer tap
with remote control

210
ø 50

360°
SATIN STAINLESS STEEL FINISH

42

code 1RUBMBFA

ø 50
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ICONS KEY
DESIGN

DESIGN

SINKS AND BOWLS

PIANI COTTURA

90

CM

D

SOFT-TOUCH

I

INDUCTION

INDUCTION

AUTOMATIC COOKING
PROGRAMMES

H

TAPS

360°

EXTRA THICK AISI 304
STAINLESS STEEL

800 m³/h MOTOR

STAINLESS STEEL
DRAIN COVER

3 SPEEDS +
INTENSIVE
SUCTION

PERIMETER
OVERFLOW

BOOSTER FUNCTION

AISI 304 STAINLESS
STEEL FILTERS

SMART POP-UP PLUG

BRIDGE FUNCTION

REMOVABLE AND
WASHABLE FILTER

RESIDUAL HEAT
INDICATOR

INTEGRATED
ASPIRATION

COOKING END TIMER

BOOSTER

STEEL
EXTRA
THICK

CAPACIOUS
BOWLS

AUTOMATIC
IGNITION AND
SAFETY VALVE

B

POWER
MANAGEMENT

CHILD SAFETY LOCK

PAUSE / REMINDER
FUNCTION

DOUBLE RING
BURNER

POWER
MANAGEMENT

SELECTIVE PAN
DETECTION

FLAT ECO-DESIGN

2

L

AUTOMATIC PAN
RECOGNITION

MODULE

800
POWER

3

POWER

R

0

BOWL RADIUS

INSTALLATION
MIZU KASAI
BUILT-IN

TAP ROTATION

WARRANTY

WEIGHTS AND VOLUMES
CODE

PAGE

DIM. OF PACK.
(cm)

VOL. (m³)

WEIGHT (kg)

1LMZ51

039

62x62x38

0,15

12

1LMZ81

039

90x62x38

0,21

15

1LMZ105

040

110x62x38

0,26

18

1LMZ135

040

140x62x38

0,33

23

1PKG80N

035

99x64x14

0,09

18

1PKM90N

037

99x64x14

0,09

26

1PKS90N

033

99x64x14

0,09

23

1PKZ90N

031

102x82x52

0,44

47

1RUBMBFA

042

50,5x30x8,5

0,01

3,7

1RUBMZK

042

80x32x8

0,02

4,6

Barazza appliances comply with EEC directives and are guaranteed
in Italy for 2 years.

CERTIFICATIONS
In addition to UNI EN ISO 9001 certification, which ensures quality
control and optimization of production processes and whose
primary aim is customer satisfaction, Barazza also complies with
UNI EN ISO 14001. This ensures it maintains and improves its
environmental system, managing the impacts of its activities in an
effective and eco-sustainable way, optimizing natural and energy
resources and implementing precise control systems for waste
disposal and the prevention of environmental pollution.

GENERAL NOTES
Barazza reserves the right to make changes, at any time and without prior notice, in order to improve its products. Colour reproduction is to
be considered purely indicative. Reproduction of this catalogue, even partially, for commercial purposes without specific authorization from
Barazza is strictly forbidden. The prices are to be considered net of VAT, transportation and any WEEE ECO-contributions.
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The Mizu Kasai collection was created in
partnership with the Architect Franco Driusso
of the DriussoAssociati I Architects studio,
winner of many international awards, including
22 Good Design Awards, and recipient of an
Honourable Mention at the Golden Compass
Awards 2018.

Art Direction: Claim.Brandindustry
Photography, post-production: Photografica Di Munarin R. s.n.c.
Lithography, post-production: Daniele Casarsa
Background creation: Claim.Brandindustry
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